
Line-Scan 

Measuring Machine
CZW series



LOCATE PRESS SCAN

Only 3 Steps for measuring 
Taking only few seconds to scan the whole area and shorten your measuring time.

Line-Scan measuring machine is a new generation of optical image measur-
ing system, it combines high accuracy and efficiency which has surpassed 
traditional 2D measuring methods significantly.  
-High-precision machine tool to extend measuring range. 
-Innovative measuring method: Image-capture first, measurement later.
-New automatic positioning function that accelerates measuring speed greatly. 

►Motorized Zoom Lens
Great for observing  or measuring 

a small range of extremly small parts,

Zoom magnification between 

(0.75x-4.5x).

►Height Sensor
Equipped with white confocal 

height sensor which can measure the 

height of object, high dynamic 

performance and excellent signal-to-noise 

ratio to ensure the surfaces with different 

reflection intensities and slopes.

►Parallel Backlights
Uniform illuminated parallel light, raise 

the object contour & depth field of objects, 

good for huge thickness objects.

►Telecentric Lens
Large double-sided telecetric lens,

without perspective error, approximately

zero distortion and high depth of field.



►Mutiple objects to be measured can be 
    placed casually, measured and identified 
    automatically at the same time.
    

►Exporting Multiple reports & formats 
   (Txt, CSV, xls) 
   Measuring results and diagrams can 
   be exported to Excel or Text files. 
  .

  

You may edit the program without 

the actual machine or the real parts, 

just need DXF File.

►CADin editing program 
(optional software)

►Quick measurement of geometric 
   dimensions (0.02-0.05 Ele./SEC)

Point / line / circle / ARC
/ curve... and other elements

Geometric tolerances as 
midpoint/intersection/
distance/angle...

Original / Axial ...
Coordinate align setting 

Subject

Normal Lens

Telecentric Lens

►Perspective error
   

►High-precision sub-pixel image 
    edage detection 
    (Approx. 0.2 pixels accurate)

Sub-pixel algorithm
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LENS SPECIFICATION
Specification

Pixel size

(*Mark2): When the value DOF is too small and the flatness of 

of meas. object is poor, there could be risky of losing focus.

★: Spec. is subject to change without notice

MACHINE SPECIFICATION

(*Mark1): Working environment temperature 25℃+/-2℃, humidity20~80%

(*Mark2)


